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a message from

THE PRESIDENT

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO I DON’T KNOW PERSONALLY, MY
NAME IS ROB KOPECKY AND I AM THE INCOMING PRESIDENT
OF THE WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION ALBERTA CHAPTER. I AM
EXCITED TO BE WORKING FOR YOU AS YOUR NEW PRESIDENT
AND I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH THE BOARD.
ROB KOPECKY, WFSA PRESIDENT

I am fairly new to Alberta, but I
have been involved with the work of
the Wild Sheep Foundation for many
years. I spent several terms on the
board of the affiliate organization
in BC, the Wild Sheep Society of BC
where I served in various capacities, including Vice President and
President. I am coming into this role
not to change things up, but rather I
remain committed to continue with
the momentum built.
Before I get into my message and
update, I wanted to take a moment
to acknowledge the devastating
tragedy currently ongoing in Fort McMurray. Although not sheep-related,
this is something that impacts all
of Alberta and even all of Canada in
one way or another. Our hearts and
thoughts go out to everyone affected. We have members from the area
and likely all of our members know
of someone directly impacted. I also
wanted to acknowledge all the fire
fighters and emergency crews that
are doing an amazing job there.

I want to thank Reg Prostebby
for all his hard work and dedication while he was President. Reg
has done a great job advancing our
organization and I look forward to
learning from him. We are fortunate
that he will still sit on the board in
the capacity of Past President.
I would also like to thank all the
past and present board members for
the work that they do. It’s an amazing group of dedicated volunteers.
We are just on the heels of two
very successful conventions in
March, both in Red Deer and in
Edson. Everything seemed to run
smoothly and I hope everyone had
a great time. Attendance was exceptional with well over 700 people
attending in Red Deer and over 300
people attending in Edson. Think
about that for a second. That is
over 1,000 people who came out
this spring to support us! Even with
the current economic times, many
people were extremely generous in

their contributions and that will help
us to put and keep sheep on Alberta’s mountains.
We held many different seminars
in Red Deer that provided great
updates. Shane Mahoney captivated
the audience in both his seminar on
conservation as well as during his
keynote address at the banquet. The
Friday night fun night was also very
well attended again this year.
I want to take an opportunity to
thank all those that helped support
our event through donations, sponsorships, purchases, being in attendance, and volunteering their time.
Your board is already starting work
on planning next year’s annual convention and Annual General Meeting,
as well as getting ready for the next
Hunt of a Lifetime raffle.
I have had the chance to participate in a couple meetings recently.
One of them was with government
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a message from the president (continued)
staff on the topic of prescribed burns
in the Rocky Mountain House area.
As you know, habitat enhancement
work is a key pillar in the management of sheep due to the loss of
habitat caused by the encroachment
of trees and shrubs. Prescribed burns
are a good tool that can be used
and it was encouraging to hear from
them on their future plans, and even
more encouraging is they have asked
us for input into future burn areas.
They did manage to get some burning done early this spring that will
be a benefit to sheep. There may be
opportunities in the future for volunteering some assistance in various
aspects of this program.

them. We are also looking at projects
that we can develop ourselves.

I also attended the Minister’s
special licence funds meeting where
money was allocated to various
projects. A number of our project applications were approved as part of
this process.

We have our annual Youth camp
coming up in early June. We have
lots of people volunteering significant amounts of time preparing for,
as well as volunteering during that
weekend. Special thanks go out to
Brenda and Christy for coordinating
this important event.

The board also continues to evaluate project proposals as we receive

The board recently had a very
informative presentation by Greg
Hale, who is the senior area wildlife
biologist out of Pincher Creek. Greg
has been working on a draft policy
for government on wild and domestic sheep separation. This is critical
work for health of our Bighorn sheep.
We want to avoid a disastrous situation like the one that is occurring in
BC and many other states. The most
recent disease occurrence I have
heard about was in the state of Nevada, where in February 27 diseased
sheep had to be lethally removed.

I know many of you have been
interested in hearing if any proposed
sheep regulations changes are occurring for this fall. To date, we have
not heard of a decision being made
on this one way or another.
Besides this magazine, we also
keep our members informed of
activities and events through our
Facebook page. So if you are on
Facebook, get connected and LIKE
the page.

Yours in Conservation,

Rob Kopecky

Rob Kopecky, WSFA President
rak@telus.net
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Kifaru Duplex Timberline 1 Pack Review

GEAR FILE
BY CALVIN McLAREN

WHILE AT THE RENO SHEEP SHOW IN
JANUARY 2015, A FRIEND CAME TO ME
AND SAID, “YOU’VE GOT TO TRY THIS
PACK ON!”
He led me back to the Kifaru
booth and introduced me to Aron,
who quickly adjusted the weighted
pack to my torso. I slid the pack on
and my friend asked, “How much
weight is in the pack?” My guess
was 35 pounds. I was amazed when
he told me that there was 60 pounds
in the pack! It was very comfortable
and seemed to be well put together.
I made a mental note to look further
into these packs when I returned
home.
Fast forward to September 2015
when the same friend had lined up a
Kifaru Duplex Timberline 1 pack for a
test and review. He asked if I was interested and I jumped at the chance.
I started out the season in the alpine chasing Bighorns and found the
bag very versatile. It could be compressed for day hunts but was easily
big enough for multi-day backcountry
hunts. The side pockets worked great
for my spotting scope and tripod.
The only downside to the pockets
was the open top (no flaps) when
bushwacking. I found spruce, fir, and
pine needles tended to accumulate
at the bottom after a while.

Overall, I thought the construction
was very durable. The 500d Cordura
is probably the strongest material
I have ever used in a pack and I
believe it would last a lifetime even
under the rigours of multiday excursions in the alpine.
There is a webbing matrix to allow
multiple pocket and accessory addons. One of which is the GunBearer.
This has to be the easiest way to
carry a rifle on a pack with the
ability to get it off very quickly. The
optional Guide lid quickly adapts to
a day pack with the built in shoulder
straps so you can leave the main bag
in camp.
This pack also served me well during the November deer season where
I was able fill it with winter gear

and food to spend the entire day on
stand. The large zipper pulls were
easy to grip with gloved hands and
none of the strap buckles were hard
to disengage because of small size
as I have seen on other packs.
I finished the year with a late season cow draw. This pack impressed
me yet again with the ability to
carry as much weight as you could
get onto your back while still fitting
comfortably. After a friend took a
cow in a spot that was inaccessible
except by foot it was great to be able
to make it out in two trips between
us with the elk.
If you are in the market for an
indestructible backcountry pack I
wouldn’t hesitate to recommend the
Kifaru Duplex Timberline 1.
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meet the director:

BLAIR SEWARD

Hello, my name is Blair Seward,
I am in my second term (fourth year)
being on the board of directors for
the Wild Sheep Foundation Alberta.
I was born and raised in Foremost,
Alberta. My first hunting memories
stem from chasing archery mule deer
and antelope with my brothers. As a
kid, I always spent as much time as
possible hunting and, to be honest,
at that age, it really didn’t matter
what I was hunting, as long as I was
outside.
Hunting became such a big
enough part of my life that at that
early age I remember getting lectures
from my parents. They honestly
didn’t think I would ever be able to
settle down, keep a wife or have
a full time job if I didn’t shake my

hunting obsession. So they thought it
would be best if I went guiding right
out of high school to try and curb
some of my enthusiasm. But, frankly
there were way too many mule deer
and sheep spots in southern Alberta
that my backpack and boot leather
had not seen, so I enrolled in college, keeping me close to my hunting grounds.
College was great! My parents
were happy, teachers didn’t take
attendance and since classes were
about things I was interested in,
good grades were easy to come by!
So I got to hunt more than ever.
After finishing a diploma at Lethbridge College I decided I was not
ready for the fun to end and enrolled
in a degree program at the Univer-
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“
sity of Lethbridge. It was during my
degree I also killed my first ram, a
10.5 year old mountain monarch that
I was sure proud of.
It was also during this time that
I signed a contract to begin working
for Alberta Conservation Association
as a wildlife biologist. Since early in
my high school days I had hoped to
work for ACA. I always kept that goal
in the back of my mind, making sure
to maintain a high grade point average, to volunteer with the organization and to have as much interaction
with their staff as possible.
I completed my degree on a Friday
and started work full time with ACA
the following Monday. I have since
been with the company for five years
and have been very fortunate to

gain a lot of knowledge and practical
experience offered under the mentorship of some great biologists.
I am proud to be a board member
for Wild Sheep Foundation Alberta.
I don’t think there is a more passionate group of hunters in Alberta.
I rather like that fact that when the
subject of sheep comes up, whether
it’s talk about past hunting trips or
the future of sheep hunting in Alberta, it is difficult not to raise your
voice at least a little.
I don’t think there are too many
things left that have the ability to
trigger a response like that with so
many people and I am grateful to
have the opportunity to make sure
future generations will be able to
experience our passion.
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bighorn

STILL HUNT
BY TAYLOR KIEMELE
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THE WEATHER FORECAST INDICATED
THAT RAIN WAS EXPECTED TO START
DURING THE OVERNIGHT HOURS LEADING UP TO THE OPENING MORNING OF
THE 2014 SOUTHERN ZONES SHEEP
SEASON.
My first reaction was excitement
to the possibility that the combination of rain and reduced visibility
might curb some of the expected
hunting pressure. Not that I’ve ever
really found this to be true, but we
were prepared to do whatever it
takes to prove that we were deserving to get the first chance at mountains greatest trophy.
The reality was noted that whoever else had already spotted the ram,
would inevitably choose to pursue it
no matter what incremental weather
was in store. Naively thinking that
our biggest challenge was the
exposure this ram had to optics of
countless others more experienced
than us, didn’t give the respect this
magnificent animal deserved.
Levi was the last of a group of five
friends to harvest a sheep. The close
to decade long pursuit had ended for
me two years prior and I was excited
to be able to have the chance to be
present when Levi could harvest one
for himself.
This season was anticipated to be
the last, with the added pressure
that comes with certain expectations for success. We looked forward
to the privilege of hunting sheep
together, without that pressure that
turns every mistake and missed
opportunity into days, weeks, and
truthfully even years of lost sleep.
Reflection on my own journey, and
recognizing the failures as essential
parts of the whole experience, has
given me more respect and admira-

tion for the mountains and the magnificent animals that live there.
The plan was to locate the ram
two days before the season opened,
and then decide on the next move
based on its exact location and other
hunter activity. Labour Day was typical for southern Alberta in September, the wind made it impossible to
glass comfortably across the canyon
from the top of the opposite ridge.
Hours of glassing proved either
the wind was too strong to effectively glass, or the loner ram was no
longer on that part of the mountain
range.
Our intention then focused to the

“REFLECTION ON MY OWN
JOURNEY... HAS GIVEN
ME MORE RESPECT AND
ADMIRATION FOR THE
MOUNTAINS AND THE
MAGNIFICENT ANIMALS
THAT LIVE THERE.”
backside of the range, specifically to
a hanging valley located over the top
of the grassy slope we’d been watching. That valley was mostly timber,
even reaching the top. Its slopes had
many open spots of grass and shale,
and were known to us to hold rams
more often than not. The consensus
was now to make our way up the
next canyon the following afternoon.
I relived in my mind the same
scenario of exactly two years prior:

I had decided I wanted to be as
close as possible to a heavy mature
loner ram opening morning. Unable
to spot the sheep two days before
the opener, I decided to get on top
of the ridge the next day, and focus
on a drainage where the ram always
seemed to turn up. It seemed surreal
that the plan to find and put the ram
to bed worked flawlessly.
Opening morning, instead of
harvesting the sheep I instead spent
the day glassing a rocky drainage
once home to a trophy that decided
the scent of humans wasn’t worth
staying.
Levi and I started the hike in mid
afternoon, the day before the opener.
The cloud cover engulfed the mountains tallest peaks but allowed the
lower elevations to maintain a clear
and tranquil backdrop. Of course the
ominous forecast kept our spirits
somewhat grounded, as we knew
our time on the mountain would be
curtailed.
Before making the final ascent
into the hanging valley, we stopped
to cover the range across the valley.
Some ewes and a grizzly gave us
something to admire lackadaisically
between more intense sessions of
picking the mountain apart in search
of rams. We waited until just before
dark before we moved up into the
valley and set up our small two-man
tent close to the drainage but hidden from the view of the slopes we
hoped harbored a shooter ram.
We set the tent up in the exact
spot where had camped three summers earlier, where on a weekend
scouting trip we etched the valley
into our list of “sheep spots”. The
first hunting trip of that season we
found ourselves on top of the ridge
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BIGHORN STILL HUNT (continued)
above the same valley. Tired and
thirsty after two days on the ridge
top, we carefully worked the ridgeline in order to expose as much of
the valley as possible.
When nothing was spotted we
descended down the shale to the
valley bottom, and to the small
stream fed by a year round snow
pack. To our surprise, a heavy based
well-broomed ram occupied the
waterhole. The stare down eventually ended and the ram proved not
to make the full curl mark but that
experience now kept us mindful
of the opportunity the valley could
present. We kept as silent and out of
sight as we could, and winded out
the evening comfortably.
I checked the time when the rain
pounding the side of the tent woke
me up, it wasn’t quite midnight.
It had come exactly as forecasted.
I tried to stay optimistic, but the
disappointment kept me awake for
a while. The next time I woke up, I
could not hear raindrops. I must not
have noticed the drop in temperature, so the reason why I couldn’t
hear the rain wasn’t apparent until
the next morning.
The snow had started to whiten
the higher elevations by the time
morning came. Visibility was still
pretty good, and right off the bat we
spotted a young ram moving across
the shale on the visible side of the
valley, under three hundred yards
from us. We watched him until we
were certain he was alone.
By now fog was constantly rolling
in and out, and we were getting hit
with heavy wet snow. We reviewed
our options, and considering the

vehicle was under a three-hour hike
out, we decided to pack up and hike
the ridge behind us. Visibility would
no doubt get worse, and the wet
snow was guaranteed to penetrate
through our rain gear. The ridgeline
was fairly steep, and between the
thick connected fingers of timber, the
terrain was mostly shale of varying
size.
Under a hundred yards from the
spot where we slept, now obscured
from view by contour of the land the
intensity of the hunt changed. Our
heads were down as we focused on
the slick rocks and strenuous grade.
I then looked up to see a ram come
over the rise only ten yards away. It
was following the same path down
that we were taking up. We made
eye contact at the same time, and
each of us took what seemed like
more than a split second for reality
to hit. The ram now clumsily tried
to back pedal with all four legs, and
turn around before he was fully
stopped. I turned in awe to Levi who
hadn’t yet looked up. “Get your gun
out quick,” I whispered firmly. “I just
jumped a big ram”
We were still unsure if this was
the ram we were originally after, but
the short look I did get was enough
for the excitement and nervousness
to take over. Levi’s rifle was now
loaded, with the safety ready to be
released as soon as confirmation of
the ram’s horns was agreed upon.
Truthfully I dread field judging under
pressure. I suppose there should always be pressure, as there needs to
be fear of making the wrong conclusion.
Without doubt Levi would wholeheartedly trust my recommenda-
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tion, even if it meant letting the ram
pass if all doubt was not dispelled.
We quickly ascended to the next
vantage point, anticipating that
the sheep would have by now put
a little distance between us, and
would be watching below to see if
we followed. Neither of us could spot
him. The snow was heavy, but he
should not have been able to get out
of sight that fast. The tracks made
it easy for us to know that he was
continuing up the ridge, on the edge
of the trees that covered the crown
and the other valley side. It had
every chance to enter the trees and
go into the other valley, but instead
continued where vegetation was the
sparsest.
As we both focused on the terrain
above us, and it got more puzzling
as to where the ram had ended
up. Suddenly we caught movement
through the flurries, from no more
than thirty yards away. The sheep
had been stopped just inside a
patchy part of the tree line, watching us. With our misdirected focus
and the snow providing a blanketed
disguise, we had missed him.
I couldn’t believe we had jumped
him again, even with tracks in the
snow that proved he hadn’t been
moving very fast. On a positive note,
I did have the presence of mind to
focus on his horns as he quartered
away. I could definitely see that he
hooked up a fair bit, good news but
we still worried that we may have
blown our chance.
The ram’s tracks showed he followed the edge of a finger of timber
that extended down hill toward the
valley bottom. At this point, there
was a realization that the snow

was getting heavier by the minute.
We decided to stay higher on the
ridge and not lose any elevation,
in hopes that we could maintain a
good vantage point. The trees above
us thinned out after a couple thick
fingers, and through the falling snow
we could see out to a few hundred
yards.
A minute or two passed without
any sign of him. The thinned out
trees provided little shelter, as we
were forced to face the oncoming
snow head on in order to direct our
attention to where we anticipated he
would go.
When we caught his movement,
he had actually covered a lot of
ground in a short time, skirting
around the trees below and around
back above us. Its head was the only
thing visible as the ram traveled
above the trees now heading back
to the ridgeline. The timber on the
crest was thick enough that it would
have been impossible to follow any
movement, had he choose to enter.
The ram now exposed himself as he
jogged up the shale, choosing not
to enter the timber where the finger
of tress met the thick cover on the
crown.
Without warning the ram turned
and entered the trees. Our hearts
sank as we worried about how much
snow would fall in the time it would
take to get on his trail. But somehow, we could make the ram out
through the brush, stopped only a
few yards inside. It was motionless
and looking right at us.
The long standoff had now started.
I would have maybe tried to get
more comfortable had I known that
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BIGHORN STILL HUNT (continued)

my scope, which appeared to be the
young ram from earlier that morning.
The bedded ram then charged out
onto the shale, and was now clear of
obstructions with its horns in profile. I’ve relived that moment many
times, and remembered how amazingly it finally came together.
Without a doubt I spoke loud
enough for Levi not to misunderstand. “He’s there” I said. Before I
had a chance to check if the rangefinder would get a reading through
the snow, a shot rang out. I watched
the staggering ram cross the shale
and enter the trees out of site just
after Levi was able to land another
bullet.

the sheep would hardly flinch for
half an hour.
Levi was set up ready to shoot
with a good rest against a tree, and
I was positioned lying uncomfortably
on the snow looking through the
spotting scope. The snow prohibited the rangefinder from giving us
an exact distance, but we guessed
the ram to be 200 yards away. Like
usual, the ram never provided a
profile look.
He did have a couple traits not
in our favor. His horns came off his
head fairly low and easily swooped
down to the jaw line. In addition, he
didn’t appear to come out very wide
from his face. He would require a
great amount of hook up to be legal.
We still hadn’t seen anything to
make us think this wasn’t the same
ram we had seen enough times already, and judged to be legal, but it
still wasn’t a chance worth taking.
I could only last a few minutes
at a time of laying down waiting for
movement; in turn Levi never took

his scope off the sheep. I would
quickly get into position if Levi
thought the ram was going to move,
but for the next half hour its only
movement was shacking the snow
from its nose and horns.
When the ram finally turned, I was
not in position fast enough to see
anything. It only turned 180 degrees
and actually laid down facing away
from us. Without any view of its
horns, I now relaxed. Levi remained
motionless, affixed on the ram.
I tried unsuccessfully to start
a fire. The intense shivering had
already been going on for a while,
though I didn’t realize until now,
how cold I was. I was going for another attempt at starting a fire, this
time with more fire starter and drier
twigs, when Levi mentioned that
there was another ram out on the
shale.
I got back down on the ground,
but hadn’t yet removed the scope
cover when Levi stated twice that the
ram was up. I found the other ram in
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It took the rest of our combined
supply of fire starter to get a small
fire going. We warmed up enough to
stop shaking and started the hike up
to the hopefully expired trophy.
We soon realized why the ram
never entered the trees and had
skirted below and around the fingers. At times we crawled and many
times we were forced to back track
and find a new way through.
We found the sign of where the
ram had last been bedded which
turned out to be a narrow clearing
surrounded by impassable cover.
From there we were tracked the
sheep up to the spot of the first
shot. We confirmed a solid hit by the
trail of blood that now retreated to
the timber across from us. On the
steep slope, at rest against the base
of a tree, was Levi’s ram. It was a
truly deserved trophy that highlighted how much luck you need to be
successful and how hard you need to
work to be lucky.
8 years old, 15 3/4 by 34 1/2.

WSFA

EDSON CHAPTER BBQ

On June 13th, 2015, the Edson Chapter of the Wild Sheep Foundation held an
appreciation BBQ for its volunteers, at the home of Arne and Karen Johansson. We
had good weather, good food, and good company, everything you could ask for.
Grant Acorn’s family arrived with their team of horses, their contribution to reducing our carbon footprint.
Edson’s WSF chapter has a great group of volunteers. We are always looking for
others to help, if you would like to be part of our committee, please let one of us
know.
We would like to thank all of our sponsors and members we wouldn’t be able
to do it without you.
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SUpportin g those that support us:

SAM'S ALASKAN
ADVENTURE

BY ARNE JOHANSSON
ORGANIZATIONS LIKE THE WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION CAN ONLY
BE SUCCESSFUL WITH THE CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THEIR
MEMBERS AND SPONSORS. AS CONSERVTIONISTS, HUNTERS
AND MEMBERS OF WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION, WE ALL NEED
TO SUPPORT THOSE WHO SUPPORT US.
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To show our support, my friend
and hunting partner Greg Cadrain
and I purchased a hunting adventure
with Rohrer Bear Camps, now operating as Sam’s Alaskan Adventures at
the National Convention in Reno in
2014. Our trip was scheduled for
November 2015.
Dick and Sam Rohrer, and their
families, have been outstanding supporters of the Wild Sheep Foundation
every year since 1983.
November 8, 2015, saw Greg and I
heading north to Anchorage, driving the Alcan Highway in November.
Needless to say we filled the truck
with sand bags, a couple jerry cans
of gas, and a set of tire chains and
hoped for the best. Three days, and
31 hours of driving saw us arrive
safely in Anchorage. What a great

trip highlighted with bison, caribou,
wolf, fox and dall sheep sightings
along the way. Going to be a great
trip!
November 11th, our remembrance
day, saw us boarding a Dash 8 and
heading for Kodiak Island. On her
second attempt, our skilled lady
pilot somehow landed us on a very
windy Pacific Island. Sam’s mom Sue
met us at the airport, and we used
up the day getting licenses, a hotel
room and a town meal or two before
heading into camp the next morning.
On November 12th, after a short
flight with Andrew Airways, we were
safely in camp on Uganik Bay. The
usual introductions with staff, cabin
selections, a bit of a camp tour and
a fantastic meal, used up our arrival
day. In Alaska you cannot begin your

hunt the same day as you fly.
Our guides checked thru our gear,
and got everyone organized for the
next days hunt. We would be sharing camp with 4 other hunters. Greg
was hunting sea ducks and Sitka
Black tail deer. His guide would be
Aaron Pingree. I was hunting these
and I also had an Alaskan Brown
Bear tag. All hunting with Rohrer
Bear Camps is 1 on 1 with your
guide. My guide, Hiram Newcomer
is 67 years young with over 30 years
experience guiding on Kodiak. You
couldn’t ask for a more knowledgeable person to enjoy a hunt with.
Day one had an exciting start!
On Kodiak you start at sea level
and it’s all up hill from there. Heading up the mountain, in a tangle
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sam's alaskan adventure (continued)
of brush on crusty snow, I heard
something walking behind us. Looking back, we were face to face with
a mature sow bear, at most 40 yards
away. She was following us and
sizing us up. I had decided to only
shoot a boar bear with a starting size
of over 8 feet. She didn’t fit what I
was looking for.
After a few very tense moments,
the bear lowered her head, giving
us a very evil stare out of the top of
her eyes. Seconds later she charged,
stopping a mere 11 short steps away.
You can imagine the intensity of
the moment at this point. A couple
more steps and I would have been
changing my mind on what size and
sex of bear I was going to shoot!
Quite a way to start what would
be 6 action filled days of hunting in
Alaska.
Six days of hunting produced 2
fantastic Sitka Black Tail deer for
both Greg and I. In all, I passed on
4 different bears hoping to find a big
boar. I never filled my bear tag. During the week we were able to spend
a couple afternoons hunting sea
ducks all the while enjoying the endless wildlife that surrounded us. We
were constantly surrounded in our
travels by whales, sea otters, seals,
fox and deer, and a myriad of different seas birds. Kodiak is certainly a
sign of nature at its best.
Kodiaks weather was kind to us.
We were able to hunt and enjoy
every day of our trip. We weren’t
so lucky on our departure day, with
howling winds and “NO PLANES
FLYING”. You always need a plan B
if you plan to hunt on Kodiak. An
extra day in camp, and a few missed

flights off Kodiak was the result,
but what an enjoyable place to be
stranded for a day.
Sam and his staff operate a truly
first class operation. Sam offers
spring and fall bear hunts, deer
hunts, goat hunts, duck hunts and
fishing/bear viewing charters. His
guides were very knowledgeable and
professional.
The camp and cook can’t be beat.
When we left camp at the end of
the trip our capes and antlers were
fleshed, salted and cleaned. Our sea
ducks for mounting were carefully
packaged, nothing to worry about till
you arrive home.

successful. They support us, hoping
we will support them.
Our thanks to Dick and Sam and
their families, and all of their professional staff for a magnificent adventure. Not your typical Pacific Island
Holiday, but in my mind, the best
one ever!

“...LET’S NOT FORGET THE
PEOPLE WHO MAKE THE
WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION
SUCCESSFUL.”

So let’s not forget the people who
make the Wild Sheep Foundation

“DAD’S FIRST YEAR OF BUSINESS WAS IN 1982, THAT SAME YEAR HE
BOUGHT A LIFE MEMBERSHIP TO WILD SHEEP. HE ATTENDED HIS FIRST
WSF CONVENTION THE NEXT YEAR, IN ‘83, AND DONATED A BEAR HUNT.
HE HAS ATTENDED EVERY CONVENTION SINCE THAT TIME AND DONATED
A HUNT THERE EVERY YEAR SINCE. I WAS GIVEN A LIFE MEMBERSHIP, BY
FORMER WSF PRESIDENT TED SHUTTE, WHEN I WAS 14 YEARS OLD, AND
HAVE PERSONALLY ATTENDED EVERY CONVENTION SINCE THEN.
THIS YEAR IS EASTERN WSF 25TH ANNIVERSARY. DAD HAS ATTENDED
EVERY ONE OF THE EASTERN SHOWS SINCE IT STARTED, AND HAS BEEN A
LIFE MEMBER SINCE THAT WAS STARTED. I WOULD HAVE GOTTEN MY LIFE
MEMBERSHIP WHEN I WAS 14 OR SO, AND HAVE ATTENDED EVERY SHOW
SINCE. HE HAS ALSO DONATED EVERY YEAR SINCE IT STARTED.
THE FOLKS WE HAVE GOTTEN TO KNOW THROUGH WSF AND EASTERN
WSF HAVE BEEN TOP NOTCH, WITHOUT EXCEPTION! THEY ARE GREAT
ORGANIZATIONS, ATTRACT GREAT FOLKS, AND DAD AND I ARE HONORED
TO BE APART OF THEM. BOTH OF MY BOYS - RILEY (AGE SIX) AND FINLEY
(AGE THREE) - ARE LIFE MEMBERS OF WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION.”
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- SAM ROHRER
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wild sheep foundatio n alberta's

LIFETIME MEMBERS
AARSEN JAN
ABB OT T RA NDY
AL M DARCY
AN DERSO N WA DE
AN NIEH MA RCO
AR NET T JA MIE
AR NET T STEV E
BADGER CORDELL
BARNES DEREK
BARRON DAV E
BI LDSON B RIAN
BL A CK JESSE
BOWD WAYNE
BOWLEN B OB
BOYCE MARK
BR ATRUD RICHARD
BR ATRUD RO GER
BR AY MIKE
BR OA DH EAD STEVE
BR OWN GLENN
BR OWN PETER
C ADRA IN GREG
C AREY RO NA LD
C LEMET T JA SO N
C OLEMAN DARCY
C OLOSIMO CO LE
C RO UCH SHANE
C RO USEN GUINN
D AASE KEV IN
D ALE B RA DLEY
D ALE DENIS
D ALE PATON
D ARLING B RA NDON
D ARREN COONEY
D AV IE STEV E
D EJA X JEFF
D ENIS RO B
D OB SO N B RIAN
D OCHERTY EA RL
D OERING GARRY
D ONKIN B RA D
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E D GAR WI L F
E N GEL E L D ON
E N GS T ROM T ERRY
E PP D ARRY N
E RI C K S ON ROB ERT
F I S HER M ARL I N
F OS S AD AM
F OS S C AM E RON
F OS S TOM
GET S ON ROY
GI L B ERT T Y REL
GORZI L ZA GORD
GRI N D E HAROL D
HAL I N A B RI AN
HAL I N A TOD D
HAL L ROB
HAL L OC K B RI AN C HRI S T Y D AWS ON
HEN RY D AVI D
HEWS ON K E L LY
HI N D B O J EF F
HI N D B O L ORN E
HI N D B O S HARM AN E
HI S L OP D AL E
HOU L E K EN
HU RL E Y K EVI N
J EN K I N S AL F RE D
J OHAN S S ON ARN E
K AD U T S K I K E N
K AS T EL E N D AL E
K EL LY LY N N
K I N N I B U RGH ROB ERT
K I TC HE N GORD
KOS K I T ERRY
L ARS ON N AT HAN
L I ES E M E R J E REM Y
L OHM AN VI N C E N T
L ON G PAT
M AC D ON AL D D ARI N
M ARE S ZD EN EK
M C C L EL L AN D B I L L
M C C U L L OC H C AM

MJ OLSNESS CHESTER
MJ OLSNESS MARTH A
MOUNTA IN MA RK
MOUNTA IN P ETE
MOUNTA IN WAYNE
N AKAMO KO CRAIG
N ATRA S THANOS
N UT TING CA RSON
N Y BERG GA RY
O’ NEILL PAT
OD GERS SCOT T
PAPE SH ANE
PAS COE V ERNE
PERSSO N LLOYD
PI ERUNECK PAUL
PI NNELL DALE
POLE STUART
POWELL RYAN
PR OSTEBB Y REG
PUTZENB ERGER DYLAN
RAU HANEN ERIC
REICHLE COLIN W.
ROBERTSO N KELLY
ROM B S RA NDY
RUDOLF CHESTER
RUMBALL ORRY
SAKO FSKY CONRAD
SALO MONS GORDON
SANDERS GORDON & MICH EL L E
SANDERS TIM
SANDS CHESTER
SC H APANSKY JO HN
SC H NEIDER CO LE
SC H NEIDER LANCE
SC H ULTZ B RIAN
SC H ULTZ NATHAN
SC H ULTZ SIMONE
SC OT T B RIAN
SELK SKIP
SHARMA N RO CKY

S K I N N E R D ARREL
S OL L I D M I K E
S T U ART I AN
S WAN S ON M I L O
S ZON D I GL E N
TAI L B Y WI L L I AM
TAN GHE J OHN
T HOM AS J OAN N E
T HOM PS ON WAY N E
T HOM S ON D ARRE N
T RU M AN C OL I N
U LVE L AN D GREGG
VAN B E L L EGHE M D AVE
VAN D E RHE I D E RI C K
VAN HI LT E N AN D RE’
WAL GE N B AC H TAN N E R
WAL K E R S TAN
WAL L EN B AC H TAN N ER
WAT S ON K Y L E
WEI N B ERGER J AS ON
WI L L I AM S C OD Y
WI L L S I E GL EN
WOL L E N C OD Y
WOOD LY L E
YARHAM L ARRY
YAROS H K I RB Y
YOD ER K EI T H
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walking in his footsteps:

MY FIRST RAM

BY JESSE NUTTING

REFLECTING BACK ON THE 2015 HUNTING SEASON IS SOMETHING HARD TO
GRASP FOR ME, I’M STILL COMING TO
TERMS WITH IT. I’VE ENVISIONED AND
DREAMT MANY TIMES ABOUT TAKING
MY FIRST BIGHORN.

My dad (Ernie Nutting) has been
taking me and brothers out west
since we were just pups. Racing up
and down mountains, sometimes
just bareback. He showed us the
ropes on taking good care of your
horses and they will take good care
you. Ever since then it’s been engrained in me and my 3 brothers.
I’ve seen the hard work, dedication and time it takes to get a
mature ram. Seeing the pride and
hearing the stories of my two older

brothers (Ben and Carson) harvesting their first old ram here in Alberta
made me want it even more.
The talk started early spring where
we would go on a weeklong sheep
hunt. We decided on a place we
knew very well basically our backyard, only an hour drive and five
hour horseback trail in.
From the other sheep hunts I’ve
been on there’s always been doubt
for me. So many times before leaving
empty handed not even seeing a
mature ram. For some reason right
from day one, this trip was different. I truly believe it was strictly the
preparation that went into this hunt
beforehand. From the get go I had a
good feeling and let the other guys
know that.
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We went to Carson’s ranch every
weekend with all of our gear laid out
in his garage. We’d practice packing the horses, making adjustments
to our tack, packing and unpacking the pack boxes, planning every
meal we would eat. We had amazing
optics, clothing, and just enough
whiskey. We went into this hunt in
good physical condition knowing that
would only help the odds.
Couple days before we left I took
my gun to a range and was dinging dongs steady at 300 yards. That
moment I knew if we found a mature
ram I was confident in myself and
my gun I could do it. We woke up
early the morning of Octpber 25.
We had 10 horses shod and loaded.
Myself, Ben and Carson Nutting,
Jayme Hunter, Rye Johnson and An-

thony Springer eager to hit the trail.
We kissed the wives and girlfriends
goodbye and off we went.
The pack trip on the way in went
smooth as can be, laughing and talking the whole way in. We made it to
our base camp and set up the tent in
no time. With six guys it doesn’t take
long to get things done. We got the
horses fed and watered then got the
stove cooking. A hot meal and few
drinks we hit the hay in excitement.
Day 1 of the hunt we split up into
two groups. Myself, Carson and Anthony went one way and Ben, Jayme
and Rye went another. We rode up
the mountain a ways and tied up.
We hiked all day stopping at every
vantage point and putting the optics
to good use. We saw a few bands of

ewes but no rams. Everywhere we
went we ran into grizzly scat and
wolf tracks. Knowing the predation
out there is at an all-time high we
were cocked and ready everywhere
we went.
End of the day we met back up
with the other guys. Ben said they
saw a ram but was two miles away.
Only thing they knew it was just a
ram.
Day 2, up and at it early we went
the direction they last saw him. We
rode three hours up the drainage
and tied up. Started a hike to the
top of this mountain where Ben has
been before and knows it’s a good
vantage point. Didn’t take long to
spot the ram the boys had seen. Nice
young bighorn, six years old with

some ewes. Just seeing him bedded
there in the sun was a cool sight but
had to pass, he was too young.
We decided to set up there for
the day to glass and grab a bite to
eat. I’m looking through the spotting
scope off and on and suddenly see
a band of rams rounding the peak
of a mountain a few valleys away.
This gets the guys up and excited,
we counted 14 rams. Three or four of
them were legal but again just too
young. A few nice up’n comers.
Just as we’re admiring this band
Carson says more rams! Big rams!
Another mountain over, he spots
three more. A real nice 11.5 year old
heavy broomed way back about two
inches from ever being legal, a real
trophy. He has a beautiful tipped out
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walking in his footsteps (continued)
six year old with him and a 9.5 year
old broomed ram. We knew the 9.5
year old is the trophy we came for.

didn’t last long, we continued on our
way knowing we had a real trophy
on a different mountain.

We watched them for a while until
they rounded the mountain out of
sight. The ride back to camp was a
good one. The bighorn of my dreams
was only a few hours away. A hot
meal and few drinks we climbed in
the sleeping bags and tried to sleep.

Following wolf tracks the whole
way up we began hoping this sheep
hunt would turn into a wolf hunt but
that didn’t pan out. We tied the horses up in the bottom of this drainage
and knew the hike we had ahead
of us was going to be a rugged one.
With that ram in the back of my
mind the whole way up it motivates
me to keep going.

Day 3, Next morning we woke up
to a fresh snow. At this point I’m
getting real anxious and excited to
go. We got the headlamps on and
the horses are saddled. We’re on the
way up the mountain in the dark. We
get halfway up and run into some
other hunters. They tell us their
going after that band of 14 rams
we saw the day before and seemed
worried we were too. Conversation

With the year round preparation
and dreaming of this hunt every
day, I was motivated to keep pushing, digging and climbing. I had my
brothers and buddies grinding it out
beside me only stopping to wipe the
sweat away.
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We head to the top of this bowl
to peak over the other side to see
if the rams were still there from the
day before. We peak over, no rams.
No sheep anywhere. We gathered our
thoughts and decided to keep going to the very top of the mountain
to see if we could get our eyes on
them.
We crest the top; Anthony puts his
bino’s up and quickly spots the rams
only 900 yards away! We get the
crew together and watch the sheep
bed in the sun for a better part of
the day. They were in a pretty bad
spot to try to pull a stalk on, right in
the wide open on a grassy knoll.
It’s getting to be about 4 p.m. and
running out of daylight we knew we
had to make something happen. We
go way around the side of the moun-

tain to get our wind direction right
and decide to go right at them knowing if I did get a shot it was probably
going to be pretty close. We commit
to this plan.
The rams picked up a few ewes
along the way which spotted us
trudging up this steep shale terrain.
They take off and we start running
after them hard as we possibly
could. Trying to keep up to a bighorn
is something I don’t recommend. I
see all three rams for a split second
before dipping below a shale chute.
The six year old takes all the ewes
to the very top of another mountain.
I watch the 11.5 year old go straight
down the mountain to the timber out
of sight in seconds. But where did
the ram I was after go?
We couldn’t see him, he disap-

peared. I was completely devastated.
We had our chance and we blew it,
my heart sank.

When I see the ram go down I felt
a sense of relief and shock of what
just happened.

I sat down on the steep shale
thinking back on what we could
have done differently. Meanwhile my
buddy Rye is following tracks in the
snow and sees only two rams had
taken off. The 9.5 year old held up
tucked under a little cliff. I’ve never
seen anything like it. It was like a
cagey old whitetail waiting us out.

I owe it all to my brothers, friends
and trusty horses for helping me accomplish a goal I once thought was
just out of reach. After a few seconds
of trying to hold it together I start
high fiving and hugging everybody.
Holding the heavy horns in my hands
while taking pictures was surreal.

I got up and peaked over the top
of the cliff and took a few side steps
to try to get a shot at 70 yards. Out
of breath with adrenaline pumping I put my gun up free hand and
shoot. Bighorn down! This feeling is
indescribable, it was emotional. I
went from being as low as you could
ever imagine to the highest of highs!

We get the ram off the mountain
just as it gets dark. It took us awhile
to find the horses which became
a little unnerving. But there they
were waiting on us. I remember riding down the mountain in the pitch
black; I was reaching back grabbing
the ram’s horns every five minutes. I
couldn’t even talk I was still shocked
we pulled it off. Not a cloud in the
sky, stars shining, branches whipping
me in the face but I had a mature
heavy old ram on my back!
The horses knew we were heading
home and took us off that mountain safe and sound. I talked earlier
about the preparation and being confident about this hunt but one thing
you always need sheep hunting is
luck. I was wearing my late buddy’s
Franklin Ross’s Meindl boots on this
hunt. I was literally walking in his
footsteps. Big boots to fill! Something I can’t even attempt but they
carried me to the top almost crippling myself in the process. I firmly
believe those boots had something
to do with my dream being fulfilled.
We all knew Frank was proud of us
that day. We reflected on it in our
own ways. My good friend Anthony
Springer captured the entire hunt on
film which makes it extra special to
relive the hunt of a lifetime.
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wsfa report:

HUNT OF A
LIFETIME

BY WAYNE BOWD

WHEN KEVIN HURLEY FROM WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION EXTENDED
HIS ARM BEHIND HIM AND REACHED INTO THE DRUM FULL OF
HUNT OF A LIFETIME TICKET STUBS, I, ALON WITH EVERY HUNTER
IN ATTENDANCE, HELD OUR BREATH WAITING TO HEAR OUR NAME
CALLED OUT.
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When Dallas read out my name, I
jumped up from my table and let out
a loud yahoo! A fully-guided stone
sheep hunt in British Columbia with
Gundahoo River Outfitters – a dream
come true!
After flying into the remote cabin
in northwestern British Columbia in
late September with Art Thompson,
owner of Gundahoo River, I walked
up to the cabin and was greeted by
my good friend Quintin Thompson
who was to be my guide for the
hunt. I had the great pleasure of
hunting with Quin in 2012 and knew
this was going to be a great hunt!

Quin called it correctly though when
he said, “It’s going to be an epic
hunt.” We were joined by Quin’s son
Jacob and what a trio we were.
I expressed to Quin I was looking
for an old warrior of a ram and was
willing to hunt like wolverines to find
him and hunt like wolverines we did.
We experienced sunshine, rain,
and six inches of snow down in the
valleys and waist-deep snow up on
top. We moved camp three times
as we searched for our warrior ram
hiking to the top of every mountain
in each range we were camped in

before moving on.
We were boogered by wolves on
one ram and almost boogered by
them again when we found our ram,
only by dropping down the mountain
and side hilling around past them
before we popped back up on top to
find our ram did we prevent that.
We killed a grand, thirteen year
old warrior on day fourteen of our
hunt, broomed way back on one side
and tipped out on the other with a
dark chocolate winter haired cape,
dream ram for me.

Then on day sixteen, we killed a
63 inch wide bull moose scoring 220
green.
We trailed out on day seventeen.
Epic hunt? You decide.
I want to thank Wild Sheep Foundation Alberta for the hard work
each volunteer does to promote and
enhance the opportunity for each
resident and non-resident to hunt
wild sheep in Alberta and for the
opportunity they offer to Hunt of a
Lifetime ticket purchasers to chase
their dream ram.
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dan and ivan's

SHEEP STORY

BY DAN INDENBOSCH
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AS FAR AS HUNTING PARTNERS GO, MY BROTHER IVAN IS ONE OF THE BEST. WE HAVE
SPENT COUNTLESS HUNTS TOGETHER, AND NEITHER OF US EVER DOUBTS THE OTHER
WILL PULL HIS WEIGHT. SOME YEARS, IT SEEMS LIKE I DO MOST OF THE KILLING;
OTHER YEARS IT’S HIM, EACH OF US ALWAYS WILLING TO LET THE OTHER GUY TAKE
THE SHOT. IN FACT, MOST OF OUR KILLS WE CALL ‘OURS’ BECAUSE EITHER OF US
COULD HAVE TAKEN THE SHOT, BUT IT TOOK BOTH OF US TO GET THERE.

We have hunted with the two of
us enough that we know how the
other approaches situations and
whose strengths better suit each
opportunity. There are times when
mental strength fades, but it seems
like it alternates so one of us is
always able to keep the moral up
and keep the hunt moving the right
direction. That said all those years
together we never faced a challenge
quite like the one we were to experience this year!
Our sheep season was not going
to start until October 19; we planned
as always, to try get in to sheep
country for the last two weeks of the
season. That has been the primary
time slot we have sheep hunted
in the last five years, our reasons
being: there is a lot less pressure
that time of the year as the snow or
warning of snow keeps people out of
the mountains. A few hunters have
tagged out by then and won’t be
hunting. The rams seem to be on the
move looking for bunches of ewes to
hang out with as they anticipate the
November rut.
However as August approached we
started talking about how it would
be nice to just do a quick backpack
trip in for opening week. I discussed
it with my wife and she gave her
blessing. I looked over the maps
for a few days finally focusing on a
hard to reach area that I wanted to
explore. Ivan booked off work and
it was a plan. I arrived home from

a 12 hour drive early on the morning of our departure, loaded my gear
which I had set aside in anticipation,
and headed to Ivan’s place.
The nine hour drive passed with
lots of leg cramping and excitement
for what lay ahead. We arrived in
the parking lot 30 hrs before the season opened to find over 100 trucks
in the parking lot. We rolled out our
sleeping bags slightly disappointed,
when we come in October there
is maybe one or two trucks there.
After a somewhat sleepless night
under the stars on the gravel beside
the truck, we hit the trailhead and
with a nervous knot in our stomachs
set out to conquer mountains.
Leaving the crowds behind has
its downside, there are no trails.
We were more than a little tired
by the time we set our 55lb packs
down and stretched out for our first
night in the wilderness. Sleep came
quickly after we downed our dehydrated suppers and we awoke nicely
on time opening morning.
After a filling breakfast we
hitched our loads and continued
stumbling up the creek bed. A few
hours of noisy creek and ankle twisting rip rap later we turned up an
avalanche shoot and bush wacked
our way through a tangle of willows,
raspberries and Christmas trees to
get above treeline. What a feeling
when you first see the bald and rugged mountain tops of sheep country!

19 hours of sweat and sore muscles
fade away as you breathe in the
beauty of creation around you. You
know this is what you live for and
you welcome the next few days of
endless glassing and brutal miles on
these mountain tops.
After getting our fill of glassing for
the moment and each of us certain
there were no sheep in our immediate vicinity we carried over a ridge
and into a nice saddle where we
could pitch our tent. With camp set
up we again returned to glassing and
in no time Ivan’s sharp eyes were
prying sheep out of the mountain
sides. Every time the call would be
‘got some’ and then after a bustle
and the spotting scope being passed
around it would settle with ‘ewes’.
Just as darkness was approaching
we spotted two sheep bedded by
themselves, as we set the spotting
scope on them the clouds came in
and we never got to see what were.
We ate our supper in a thick fog and
it was still there when we woke up
in the morning. Our spirits still high
from spotting the ewes and mystery
sheep the day before we calmly
waited for the cloud to lift. It burned
off by mid-morning up where we
were but never did leave the valley
floors all day.
The two sheep were gone but we
found other ewes and lambs higher
up that we figured could have been
them. A small brown fox with a
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sheep story (continued)
white tip on its tail chased rodents
below us kept us entertained for a
while before we moved off to glass
the other side of the ridge. From
there again we spotted ewes a long
way off and watched a silver tipped
grizzly turning over sod clumps on
the hill below them.
Farther up the valley a big dark
colored grizz was covering miles
headed towards a low pass into the
next drainage, it always amazes me
how fast they cover ground at that
methodical head swinging pace.
Shortly after the grizz disappeared
from sight we spotted three other
hunters hiking up a far ridge, they
carried their rifles in hand and we
figured they must have rode horses
in and tied them at the tree line. I
later confirmed this by the cowboy
boot tracks I seen while hiking that
same ridge.
We got our water from a small glacier that was melting away about 500
yards below camp. It was cold and
mostly clean and served our purpose
well. We had big zip lock bags that
I used for storing each days food in
separately, and we took the empty
ones with and filled them with water
to use for cooking, it saved us having to make too many trips down.
We spent another day camped in
the same spot but we hiked a few
miles up and around on the ridge.
Our continuous glassing turned up a
few more ewes and a few goats, but
no rams. We hiked the miles down
to camp discussing how we should
have just packed it up and taken it
with us, but in the end it turned out
being a great spot and the only one
anywhere near water.

Day four, we packed up camp
and set out for new country, farther
from the truck and people. We would
hike a while, sit and glass and then
continue on our way. Both of us
thoroughly enjoyed the view, fresh
air, and time in God’s country. Often
we would stop, grin at each other
and just fist bump, no words were
needed, and we knew we belonged
here in this moment in time. There
is nothing like sharing the comradery
and beauty of sheep country with
your brother.
As we looked over the next ridge
we were stunned by the steepness of it, we watched a lone ewe
pick her way across the rocks, the
sunshine illuminating her back and
making it impossible not to see her.
She stuck out like a sore thumb, if
only the rams would do that! A big
herd of goats littered a hill side in
front of us and we thought we would
sneak up and get some close pictures. That’s exactly what we did,
and as we moved of exclaiming how
they would have been easy to smack
with the bow, something caught my
eye directly below us.
Sheep! I knew they were rams,
they had to be! We hit the ground
worried they might have seen us.
They were bedded on a tiny patch
of green 500 yards below us, and
between them and us were some of
the steepest nastiest scree slopes a
man will ever see. We had decided
if the rams were in a stalkable location and there was more than one
good ram I would go first and try to
get an archery ram and he would
follow up and take the other with his
rifle.
These rams were definitely not in
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“BOTH IVAN AND I
CAN’T BELIEVE WHAT
JUST HAPPENED! WE
PULLED A DOUBLE....”

a location that would work for me
to get in close. As we watched a
few stood and milled around in the
awkward way rams do, before disappearing around a corner. We turned
up two rams closer than the rest that
were still bedded in the rocks, their
color and the rocks matching into
that perfect camouflage rendering
them all but invisible.

Backing down the ridge a bit gave
us a chance to review our set up and
get into a location we could set up to
make sure they were good and legal.
Ivan got his rifle steady on a rock,
and I ranged the bigger of the two
rams at 386 yards. I conveyed this
message to him and he squeezed off
a shot. It looked perfect! The ram
stood and walked down a ways, Ivan

wasted no time getting another shot
off.
I could see the blood streaming
from its chest and watched as it
stretched out and tumbled down to
the little flat spot where the other
rams had been bedded. We were
elated! This is what this hunt was
all about! Getting Ivan his first ram
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sheep story (continued)
and doing it on a tough backpack
trip, it was perfect! We said a prayer
of thanks and started sliding and
climbing down to where the ram
lay. It took us well over an hour to
scramble down that steep slope and
get to where he could put his hands
on his hard earned trophy!

It is an awkward load to get down
the rocks and water falls of this little
drainage and its only one ram yet.
Four hours after the shot we finally
make it up to my ram, he is even
bigger than we thought! We are absolutely stunned by this monarch we
were so blest to harvest, what a ram!

After cleaning it up and taking a
few pictures we set about caping
and quartering it. About half way
through this process we hear rocks
falling across the drainage and we
look up from our work to see three
rams crossing. One of them looks
huge! Ivan hands me the spotting
scope and it takes me two seconds
to see that this ram is legal and a
tank! I tell Ivan if it’s in range I’ll
use your rifle! My range finder says
400 yards and the ram is walking at
an angle away. By the time I get the
rifle and steady it he has covered
almost another 100 yards. The rams
are changing positions often and it
takes a while to get a clear shot.

Taking pictures proved to be difficult with the steep terrain, as did
caping him and removing the meat.
At any moment, he could have continued his fall down the steep chute!
A while later with our packs loaded
we headed down to rendezvous with
Ivan’s ram below the water fall down
the drainage we had just climbed
back up to get to my ram.

Ivan informs me he is now 500
yards and I put the 500 yard mark
behind his shoulder and squeeze.
The first shot hits him about 18”
back, so I adjust for the wind. My
second shot is perfect! I watch as
he starts to stumble down the steep
drainage and finally get hung up on
a rock. Both Ivan and I can’t believe
what just happened! We pulled a
double and we are certain that the
ram I just shot was HUGE! As we
give thanks again, it starts to settle
in. We have a big job ahead of us!
After we finish deboning Ivan’s
ram and loading our packs, we make
a decision to take them downhill and
follow this drainage out the bottom.

Repacking our camp and our
sheep into our packs took a bit of
time and then it was on ward down
the drainage to the main creek.
Each time we shouldered our packs
we would recoil in disbelief at the
weight. It didn’t seem possible to
carry this much that far. We would
guess how long it would take to get
out, this was Thursday after noon
and we would say ‘oh by Friday
night we will be near the truck
maybe Saturday noon at the latest’.
By Friday night we were not even
half way back! The creek we had
walked down had actually angled
farther from the truck! By the time
we realized our mistake it was too
late! We should have gone back up
and taken the tops of the mountains
back toward the truck!
That Friday night we thought we
would be near the truck was spent
in a miserable downpour somewhere
on the thickly treed side of a mountain with no flat spots big enough
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to sleep comfortably. However we
did sleep soundly because 15 hours
of packing a heavy load has its own
way of putting you to sleep. We
slept 8 hours before breaking camp
and hiking another 15 hours and
sleeping on a little flat gravel patch!
Never before have I longed for just
any sort of trail the way I did on that
trek out!
It took us a total of 38 hours of
hiking from the time we loaded both
rams and our camp until we got to
the truck. We were headed out from
Thursday late afternoon until Sunday at noon. We ran out of food and
toilet paper Saturday night and fresh
drinking water Sunday morning.
There were countless times when
we wanted to quit or cry but always
one of us would be able to keep the
morale up enough to keep moving.
After making it to the truck we
decided next time we would take our
mules! It took three weeks before
my toes had feeling in them all again
and about that long until my three
fingers that went numb came back to
life. It is phenomenal what the body
can do when the mind won’t let it
stop! Hunting is a mental game, and
each time we go out it makes us
tougher in some way! I am incredibly
thankful for the rams we harvested
and for the opportunity to do it with
my brother, I am certain he would
say the same.
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wsfa committee update:

PRESCRIBED
FIRE

ON MAY 3, 2016, WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION ALBERTA’S PRESIDENT ROB KOPECKY AND DIRECTOR CARSON NUTTING ATTENDED A PRESCRIBED FIRE MEETING IN ROCKY MOUNTAIN HOUSE HOSTED BY ALBERTA FORESTRY’S WILDFIRE
TECHNOLOGIST AND PRESCRIBED FIRE SPECIALIST MARGRIET BERKHOUT. ALSO
IN ATTENDANCE WERE ROCKY’S FOREST AREA MANAGER KEVIN GAGNE, WILDFIRE TECHNOLOGIST DALE THOMAS, ALBERTA ENVIRONMENT AND PARKS BIOLOGISTS JIM ALLEN, ANNE HUBBS AND CHIARA FEDER.

The three-hour meeting was a
huge success in rejuvenating the
dialogue and cooperation between
WSFA and the government officials in
charge of the Rocky Forestry areas
wildlife habitat enhancement.
Everyone in the room contribute to
the open discussion as we navigated
through the agenda.
Kevin Gagne discussed the Mountain Legacy Project, which “investigates landscape ecology, ecological
restoration, and social perspectives
on the mountainous landscapes of
western Canada through repeat photography” dating back to the early
1900s. The website mountainlegacy.
ca contains amazing photographs of
the landscape over the past century
that compare historic photos with
current photos from the exact same
locations and angles. This website details the extent of the forest
encroachment throughout Alberta’s
bighorn sheep range.
Dale Thomas’ presentation provided details on Forestry’s strategic plan
to delineate wildfire priority areas.
When wildfire occurs, Forestry has
identified areas with minimal threat

to the five priorities (1. Human life
2. Communities 3. Watersheds/Sensitive Soils 4. Natural Resources 5.
Infrastructure) where wildfire can be
left to burn and monitored instead
of immediately extinguished. This is
a relatively new approach to wildfire
management which is great news
for the interests of wildlife habitat
restoration.
Margriet Berkhout provided a
map of the R11 forest management
area (west of the Trunk Road and
between the Panther River north to
Brazeau River) that showed all the
recent areas affected by fire and the
approved areas for prescribed fire.
With collaboration from the Environment and Parks biologists, Margriet
has carefully identified areas for
prescribed fire, which includes a vast
range of key sheep habitat. We were
extremely pleased to see the areas
flagged for habitat restoration.
Margriet requested Wild Sheep
Foundation Alberta’s input for additional areas to consider which we
eagerly obliged. These prescribed
fires depend on favorable condi-
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tions and resources available which
can lead timelines to fall burns. A
comment made was that in previous attempts for fall prescribed fire,
area user groups including hunters
objected to the fire ignition because
they would be using the area. During
the meeting we were able to share
information on specific areas that
don’t experience significant hunting
or outfitter usage so in the event of
favorable fall conditions, would be
opportune for prescribed fire.
The Wild Sheep Foundation Alberta
offered to use our network to give
significant notice of area burn plans
to give user groups time to plan accordingly. We expressed our receptiveness and cooperation to any and
all prescribed fire provided we have
enough time to notify our membership and peer stakeholder groups.
We did express our hopes for prescribed fire projects to be carried out
during favorable spring conditions
but unfortunately favorable spring
conditions are conducive to un
planned wildfires and the prescribed
fire gets postponed so resources can
be allocated to fight the wildfires.

In summary, we sincerely appreciated the opportunity to sit and
collaborate with Forestry and Environment and Parks officials on behalf
of the wildlife and habitat restoration
and enhancement initiatives.
RESULTING WSFA DELIVERABLES
NCLUDE:
• Strategically identify additional
sheep ranges for prescribed fire and
share to this group, this will include
discussions with user groups to be
aware for the potential of prescribed
fire to take place during hunting
season and to have a plan B destination accordingly. I’ll reemphasize that
we are very pleased with the existing
prescribed fire priority areas identified.

• Stay in communication with Environment and Parks and Forestry
officials with an array of support on
current planning and strategy for
habitat initiatives such as research,
monitoring, chemical applications,
etc.

holder network.

• Continue to share educational
information regarding prescribed fire
to our membership via newsletter
content, events and online.

• Provide ‘boots on the ground’ for
tasks that require manpower in the
field such as pre and post fire monitoring.

• Encourage applications for project
funding for research and monitoring
etc.

• Provide area specific details pertaining to usage ( i.e., hunter activity) for any upcoming prescribed fire
and mitigate potential user conflicts.

• Offer Wild Sheep Foundation
Alberta’s support with broadcasting
information on prescribed fire to our
vast membership and peer stake-

ADDITIONAL AREAS OF POTENTIAL
SUPPORT:
• First Nations correspondence in
regards to prescribed fire initiatives.

• Distribute public education material
during our events, online, in newsletters etc.
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Youth camp participant RYAN
SVATOS won the Savage
HMR17 which was donated
by WSFA youth camp supporters Steve & Theresa
Reminsky from New Sarepta.

WSFA Director FRANK
TURNER’s Texas aoudad
in 2015.

WFSA member

BRAG

WSFA member MADDIE
CRAIG’S first bear.

WSFA member BEN
NUTTING’s wolf from the
Clearwater River area in
2015.
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WSFA Director FRANK
TURNER and the 2015
moose he waited 14
years to draw.

BOARD

WSFA member JESSE
NUTTING’S wolf from James
River area in 2016.

WSFA member JESSE
NUTTING’S cougar from
the Yaha Tinda with
outfitter Jason Martyn.
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MAIL TO:

RETURN TO:
Wild Sheep Foundation of Alberta
P.O. Box 2639
Rocky Mountain House, AB
T4T 1L6

P H O T O G R A P H Y : PA U L B R I D E

T H E W O R L D ’ S M O S T A D VA N C E D M O U N TA I N E Q U I P M E N T
BASE LAYERS | INSULATION | OUTERWEAR | PACKS | SLEEP SYSTEMS | BOOTS | ACCESSORIES
SOLD DIRECT WITHOUT RETAIL MARKUP
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